
The Code; Green light experiment 

The Green light experiment needed a particular code to be written, therefor we have provided this 

document detailing line by line the how it operates. The Arduino IDE has already been explained in a 

different PDF so we will not go over this again. This document can be found by returning to the 

‘Software’, ‘NH-1’ page.  

By splitting the code into three sections we can begin to simplify the operation (Figures 1, 2, 3). First 

line is to include a library that has already been written for our particular LED’s, called ‘FastLED’ this 

allows the Arduino to know how to navigate the circuitry within the LED’s and to know the voltage 

required for each colour.  

Next there is a number of variables needed to be defined. Data pin 11 is the output from our 

Arduino, used as the data line for the LED’s. This line determines the brightness, cycle and individual 

LED operation. Colour order determines how we refer to the brightness later in the code this will 

become clear. Num_LEDS is interesting, since we have each strip of 22 LED’s in parallel to one 

another the Arduino views as a singular strip. Meaning the first LED on each strip is ‘0’ and the last is 

‘21’. Frames per sec is self-explanatory the operating speed. ‘i’, ‘n’ are simply 8-bit variables that will 

be used for cycling through the LED’s. There is also a brightness declaration however I don’t believe 

this is actually needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows how the code is set up. First we declared a pin 12 as a digital output, written to high, 

i.e. outputting 3.3V. This voltage supplies a small red bulb which acts as check light. Allowing us to 

know if our code is working to this point. I would suggest some kind of check light as this helps 

determine if there is a hardware or software fault. Line 19 declares what variables will be used. 

 

Figure 1; Declarations and 

library inclusion 



 

Finally figure 3 is the actual operating code. Here is where we separate use for loops to separate the 

green and purple light. The first loop makes the initial four LED emit green light at a brightness of 

‘255’.  To be specific LED’s; 0,1,2,3. The loops breaks upon the 4th iteration.  

The second loop emits the altered purple 129 of red and 255 of blue. For the LED’s 4 to 22, this loop 

is followed shortly by 16 hour delay, written in milliseconds. The final loop will only be read once this 

delay has finished. Which sets the LED’s to ‘black’, which in terms of bits is ‘0’, for all colours (along 

the data line). Again followed by another delay (8 hours). Once complete this loop will cycle 

continuously. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2; Code setup 

Figure 3; main void loop 


